Data disclosed to the GFA Label assessment partner (‘company submissions’ as part of the GFA Label application) will be used to assess individual and group performance using only the tools and processes agreed to by the GFA members. Data will not be used for other purposes without prior approval from the disclosing company.

The GFA Label assessment partner will:

I. keep company submissions in confidence,

II. will not disclose, publish or otherwise distribute the company submissions to any third party,

III. disclose company submissions only to its employees, agents, advisors, and affiliates,

IV. will promptly notify disclosing party upon discovery of any unauthorized use or disclosure of company submissions and take reasonable steps to regain possession of the data submission and prevent further unauthorized actions or other breach of this agreement; and

V. will only disclose company GFA Label stage (incl. information about year, country, part of the business and own fleet/contracted fleet the label is valid for) to GFA or GFA Asia Members (no individual GFA member or their data and results should be individually identifiable from such aggregation), and

VI. will strictly use company submissions for GFA purposes. GFA may request further analyses on collected data from the GFA certification body to help GFA understand general trends in Asia Pacific (e.g. fuel efficiencies in specific industries, of specific vehicle types, etc.) and share this research with public. Individuals or firms are not identified in any such research or publication.